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introduction

Susanne Gillmayr-Bucher and Maria Häusl

The growing elaboration of prayers in postexilic biblical writings indicates 
that this genre, as well as its literary presentation, became increasingly 
important in this period.1 during that time, a transformation took 
place: from short, individual prayers to longer theological and historical 
reflections, ritualized recitations, instructions reciting normative values 
and commandments, confirmations of hope, prophecy, and penitential 
prayers. These texts clearly show not only that prayers are a communica-
tion between the people and their deity but also that the community, who 
heard or repeated these prayers, must be considered as another important 
aspect of prayers and their communicative intentions.2 in their prayers, 
people addressed God but also spoke about God, presenting their con-
cerns to the deity and, simultaneously, addressing the community and 
encouraging a common reflection or action. in this way, prayers mirror 
challenges and needs, as well as hopes and fears, but also convictions, 
beliefs, and shared traditions. Prayers not only assume different functions; 
they are an entity of their own, presenting distinct and diverse anthropo-
logical and theological discourses. The prayers in the biblical texts are part 
of this development, which can also be observed in the numerous prayers 
from the dead sea scrolls.3

1. see Judith h. newman, Praying by the Book: The Scripturalization of Prayer in 
Second Temple Judaism, eJl 14 (atlanta: scholars Press, 1999).

2. see, e.g., andreas Wagner, “strukturen des Gebets im alten testament,” in 
Orakel und Gebete: Interdisziplinäre Studien zur Sprache der Religion in Ägypten, 
Vorderasien und Griechenland in hellenistischer Zeit, ed. Markus Witte and Johannes f. 
diehl, fat 2/38 (tübingen: Mohr siebeck, 2009), 197–215.

3. for an overview, see eileen schuller, “Psalms, hymns, and Prayers in late 
second temple Judaism,” in Functions of Psalms and Prayers in the Late Second Temple 
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2 Gillmayr-Bucher and häusl

due to the increased presence of elaborated prayers, it is reasonable to 
assume that prayers also participate in discourses on identity—on an indi-
vidual level, but also on a collective level. Prayers play an important role 
for the identity of a group, as they evoke a sense of belonging to specific 
groups (e.g., the righteous, the pious, the poor, israel) and add emotional 
significance to this affiliation.4 furthermore, they confirm common 
values, encourage joint actions, and offer a view on the past, justifying 
these attitudes and perspectives.5 such constructions of identity can con-
firm already existing concepts, or they may initiate a change. not only can 
membership loyalties be revised or the meaning given to social categories 
be modified, but identity constructions also need to be adapted as social, 
political, or economical situations change or as the identity of a group is 
challenged by rival groups.6 for biblical prayers, such challenges occur 
especially in exilic and postexilic times. on a national level, israel has to 
reconstruct its identity without a king and a monarchy of its own.7 This is 

Period, ed. Mika s. Pajunen and Jeremy Penner, BZaW 486 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2017), 
5–23.

4. according to henri tajfel, these are the basic elements of identity: “identity 
is that part of an individual’s self-concept which derives from his knowledge of his 
membership in a social group (or groups) together with the value and emotional sig-
nificance attached to that membership” (Human Groups and Social Categories: Studies 
in Social Psychology [Cambridge: Cambridge university Press, 1981], 255).

5. Marc Zvi Brettler recently used the sociopsychological conception of collec-
tive identity of david ohad and daniel Bar-tal. Their schema of generic features and 
content-based features offers a helpful pattern for analyzing the construction of col-
lective identity in biblical prayers (Brettler, “Those Who Pray together stay together: 
The role of late Psalms in Creating identity,” in Pajunen and Penner, Functions of 
Psalms and Prayers, 277–304; ohad and Bar-tal, “a sociopsychological Conception 
of Collective identity: The Case of national identity as an example,” PSPR 13 [2009]: 
354–79).

6. see anna de fina, “Group identity, narrative and self representations,” in 
Discourse and Identity, ed. anna de fina, deborah schiffrin, and Michael Bamberg 
(Cambridge: Cambridge university Press 2006), 351–75; denis-Constant Martin, 
“The Choices of identity,” SI 1 (1995): 5–20.

7. see hans-Peter Mathys, “israel und die Völker in der achämenidenzeit: 
Bekanntes und weniger Bekanntes,” in Die Identität Israels: Entwicklungen und Kon-
troversen in alttestamentlicher Zeit, ed. hubert irsigler, herders biblische studien 56 
(freiburg im Breisgau: herder, 2009), 145–56; John W. rogerson, “die neubesinnung 
auf die identität israels in der exilischen epoche,” in Die Identität Israels: Entwicklun-
gen und Kontroversen in alttestamentlicher Zeit, ed. hubert irsigler, hBs 56 (freiburg 
im Breisgau: herder, 2009), 101–9.SBL P
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 introduction 3

not, however, a uniform process; quite the contrary: competing groups try 
to reconstruct and solidify an israelite identity.8 it is therefore not one but 
a “patchwork of concepts that make up the chequered history of ideas.”9 
The biblical prayers collected, edited, or written during this period often 
show traces of such different identity constructions.

The collected essays of this book provide exemplary insights into 
various identity discourses reflected in the biblical prayers of postexilic 
times. They explore the role and function of various prayers from differ-
ent biblical books as impetus for and as expression of identity discourses 
of this era.10

The first section of the book compiles four essays studying prayers 
that play a key role for an entire biblical book and its (re)construction 
of the people’s history and identity. Michael d. Matlock focuses on the 
function of prayers in the books of Chronicles in his chapter, “rhetori-
cally and ideologically shaping the narrative through direct and indirect 
Prayer speech in Chronicles.” using a synchronic narrative-critical exami-
nation of the numerous recorded and reported prayers in 1–2 Chronicles, 
he shows how the content, location, and integration into the narrative of 
each prayer largely determine the forceful rhetorical function of prayer 
within the narrative contexts of 1–2 Chronicles. in this way, this chapter 
illustrates the important role prayers have in the Chronicler’s reshaping 
of the new israel for the colonial, exilic, and liturgical realities of the late 
Persian-period yehudite community.

The next chapter, “Prayers in the Book of Jonah: reflections on differ-
ent ‘israelite’ identities?,” by dirk J. human, examines different prayers in 
the book of Jonah in order to reconstruct aspects of israelite or hebrew 
identity. not only the prayers of Jonah (2:3–10; 4:2–3, 9) but also the 
prayers and allusion to prayer by the foreign sailors (1:14) or assyrians 

8. for an overview of different approaches to defining israelite identity, see Jon l. 
Berquist, “Constructions of identity in Postcolonial yehud,” in Judah and the Judeans 
in the Persian Period, ed. oded lipschits and Manfred oeming (Winona lake, in.: 
eisenbrauns, 2006), 53–66; see also Brettler, “Those Who Pray,” 85.

9. stefan C. reif, “The Place of Prayer in early Judaism,” in Ancient Jewish Prayers 
and Emotions, ed. stefan reif and renate egger-Wenzel, dCls 26 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 
2015), 13.

10. The collected essays are based on papers presented in the research group 
“israel and the Production and reception of authoritative Books in the Persian and 
hellenistic Period” at the 2015 annual Meeting of the european association of Bibli-
cal studies in Cordoba.SBL P
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4 Gillmayr-Bucher and häusl

(1:8) are thereby read in the context of the whole book. Through the per-
spectives of these prayers, different israelite identities become visible, 
pointing to two quite different postexilic communities. The prayers in the 
book of Jonah thus provide stimulating indicators for understanding and 
reconstructing the discourse(s) on an israelite identity.

Maria häusl deals with the different prayers in the books of ezra and 
nehemiah in “ ‘so i Prayed to the God of heaven’ (neh 2:4): Praying and 
Prayers in the Books of ezra and nehemiah.” Besides the three penitential 
prayers in ezra 9 and neh 1:5–11 and 9, she also focuses on nehemiah’s 
short formulaic prayers (neh 3:36–37; 5:19; 6:14; 13:14, 22, 29, 31) and 
several narrated acts of praying (e.g., ezra 3:11–12; 8:21, 23; neh 2:4–5; 
4:3). she describes the specific function of these prayers in the context of 
the narration and emphasizes how these prayers became the decisive form 
of communication between God and israel in the books of ezra and nehe-
miah. her analysis points out that people not only express their concerns 
in prayers, but they also try to reveal God’s will and intention in prayers.

The fourth contribution, by ndikho Mtshiselwa, continues with the 
book of nehemiah and focuses on the penitential prayer in neh 9. in his 
chapter, “identity and social Justice in Postexilic yehud: reading nehemiah 
9 in an african liberationist Perspective,” he uses an african liberation-
ist approach to highlight the oppressive ideologies of the dominant social 
class at the time of the production and transmission of the prayer neh 
9:6–37. he argues that remembering israel’s history in this prayer not only 
serves the purpose of raising concerns for social justice in postexilic yehud 
but also advances a (re)construction of the Judeans’ identity.

The second part of the book addresses the question of how biblical fig-
ures are remodeled by their prayers. By adding prayers to the characters in 
a narration, their own internal viewpoints—their opinions, beliefs, hopes, 
or fears—can be introduced. in this way, new, sometimes even contradic-
tory discourses on identity emerge, mirroring the changing historical, 
social, and cultural backgrounds. Three chapters offer exemplary insights 
into this aspect.

Christo lombaard’s “testing tales: Genesis 22 and daniel 3 and 6” 
takes a close look at the function of prayers in these texts. The verses 
widely, though not universally, accepted as additions to Gen 22—namely, 
22:1b and 15–18—show interesting parallels to dan 3 and 6 on the con-
cept of a God who tests the faith of heroes. according to this theological 
development in hellenistic israel, God did in some instances deliberately 
examine the depth of these figures’ faith. although the idea of God testing SBL P
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 introduction 5

faith is known from other hebrew Bible texts, the idea is strongly narrativ-
ized in the texts of Gen 22 and dan 3 and 6. Thus the image of a God who 
tests is underlined by the context of prayer.

The next chapter turns to King solomon’s prayer. in “Glory and 
remorse: transitions in solomon’s Prayer (1 Kgs 8),” susanne Gillmayr-
Bucher focuses on the transformation of solomon’s royal image and the 
reinterpretation of the temple through the perspective of his prayer in 
1 Kgs 8. While the narration depicts a splendid king at the height of his 
reign, the prayer presents him as a prudent man speaking of sin and asking 
for forgiveness. at the grand finale of the temple building, the royal prayer 
looks ahead and already anticipates further developments in the time of 
the exile and beyond. solomon’s prayer points to several transitions—in 
the concept of the temple, the importance of prayer, and the characteriza-
tion of the king—that are important for the changing identity discourses 
of postexilic times.

hannes Bezzel’s contribution takes hannah’s prayer as an example 
that shows how the reworking of a prayer may change a figure and his 
or her effect as a role model. in “hannah’s Prayer(s) in 1 samuel 1–2 and 
in Pseudo-Philo’s liber antiquitatum biblicarum,” he first focuses on the 
diachronic development of hannah and her prayer in the biblical text and 
then demonstrates how her prayer—although it seemingly was left aside 
in Pseudo-Philo’s rewritten Bible, the liber antiquitatum biblicarum—has 
been transformed into a narrative in order to fit into Pseudo-Philo’s neo-
deuteronomistic interpretation of israel’s history.

The third part, finally, addresses the Psalms. The three exemplary stud-
ies in this section point out different ways in which psalms from postexilic 
times shape, reflect, and modify discourses on identity.

in “Psalm 37 and the devotionalization of instruction in the Postexilic 
Period,” scott C. Jones argues that this psalm can be read as an exercise in 
identity construction through reflection but also through pious praxis. he 
substantiates this thesis in three ways. first, he shows that the term “the 
poor” in Ps 37 is not so much a marker of group identity as it is an ethi-
cal term for those who strive to conform their lives to God’s will through 
righteous living. second, he analyzes the hopes of the poor—namely, the 
hope for justice and possession of the land—and, in connection with these 
hopes, the psalm’s focus on the fate of one’s descendants. Third, he points 
out that Ps 37 is a practical wisdom instruction that views justice as being 
socially embedded. in this way, Ps 37 offers a guideline for everyday life in 
the postexilic community.SBL P
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6 Gillmayr-Bucher and häusl

in “to sanction and to subvert: The reuses of Psalm 132 in the hebrew 
Bible,” Melody Knowles focuses on Ps 132, which has been adapted twice 
into biblical texts from the Persian and hellenistic periods. ancient edi-
tors included it in the collection of Psalms of ascent (Pss 120–134), and 
the Chronicler employed a version of Ps 132:8–10 to conclude solomon’s 
dedicatory prayer (2 Chr 6:41–42). strikingly, even as they hold some 
values in common, these receptions of Ps 132 also promote very different 
programs of communal identity. in the Psalms of ascent, the text gives a 
rare account of how david and Jerusalem were chosen by God and valo-
rizes the prayer of the human community as having an active influence on 
divine activity. in the Chronicler’s work, the text also promotes the city 
and its temple as the center of God’s rule on earth and the people’s identity. 
yet even as it sanctions a similar program of religious practice and com-
munity identity, the reuse in Chronicles also subverts aspects of Ps 132.

nancy rahn’s “aspects of dynamic remembering and Construct-
ing in Psalm 145: a Contribution to the study of Prayer in Persian and 
hellenistic times” explores Ps 145 in depth, analyzing the ways in which 
theological and anthropological insights are offered in form of a prayer. 
The chapter first focuses on different aspects of prayer, paying special 
attention to the psalm’s superscription, תהלה, which reveals a perspec-
tive focused on praise without ignoring lament. it then moves on to the 
construction of images of God and humanity, human and divine power, 
emphasizing the unique concept of God’s kingdom in Ps 145. The detailed 
study of the different aspects of this psalm shows how its theological work 
is aimed at the reassessment of well-known traditions by remembering 
and (re)constructing them in a prayer.

These studies both individually and collectively show through selected 
examples that prayers play an essential part in the various discourses on 
identity. They frequently offer new theological and anthropological reflec-
tions or anticipate developments relevant for the construction of israelite 
identity. in this way, prayers not only introduce new discourses but are 
also used to (re)shape biblical characters and even entire books in the light 
of current identity discourses in postexilic times.
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